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ABSTRACT. The continuation of symmetric periodic orbits can be described 
in terms of "symmetry functions"; the branching of the zero-level lines 
in a neighbourhood of a critical point gives rise to the transition from 
"first kind" to "second kind" periodic orbits. When the families are 
parametrized with the Jacobi integral, the bifurcations can be descri
bed as "catastrophes" of the generating functions. However bifurcations 
of higher order are more complex than the generic catastrophes with one 
parameter: both symmetric and asymmetric bifurcations occur. 

In this way the symmetric periodic orbits that do not have close 
approaches to the secondary body can be described in an analytic way 
and their stability can be deduced from simple bifurcation rules. Howe
ver numerical experiments are required to determine the "natural termi
nation" of the families. 

1. CONTINUATION OF SYMMETRIC PERIODIC ORBITS 

The "synodic" two-body problem can be described by the hamiltonian: 

H = -m^/2A2-A+(n2+52)/2 (1) 
o 1 

in the "synodic Poincare variables", which are defined in terms of the 
usual keplerian elements a,e,(jj,M of the orbit around m,, by: 

\ = M+oj-t x , , 
2/1 ("1 2 N 2 -,2. n =[(4m a^(l-(l-e^)2]2cos(w-t) 

A = (mia)i , l (2) 
£ = [(4m1a)5(l-(l-e

2)5]2Sin(o)-t) 

For e=0, X is defined as the angle formed by the two bodies and the ro
tating x axis; in this way (A,n,A,0 are defined for negative energy and 
positive angular momentum of the osculating orbit. 

We will deal with "symmetric perturbations" to H , i.e. hamiltonian 
problems of the form 
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H=HQ+R(X,n,A,5,u) (3) 

such that R=0 for y=0, and the involutive transformation 

a:(X,n,A,5) > (-X,n,A,-Q (4) 

leaves R invariant. Every perturbing function R depending only on the 
"synodic" coordinates x,y and even in y has this property; e.g. the per
turbing function of the restricted 3-body problem in synodic eliocen-
tric coordinates x,y: 

R=*iu[x-l/((x-l)2+y2)5] y=l-m (5) 

We will anyway suppose that T is real-analytic apart from a finite num

ber of singularities for each value of y. 
As a corollary of the "mirror theorem" (Roy and Oveden,1955), if on 

an orbit of H there are two symmetric configurations (i.e. X=0 or IT, 
5=0) at two different times, e.g. t=0 and t=T, the orbit is periodic of 
period 2T and symmetric with respect to a. 

This "symmetry condition" can be computed using the "surface of 
section" method: chosen an hypersurface S„:X=ilTT as a cross section 
(£=0,1), we call the first crossing of S„+ the "Poincare map of order 
s" (s an integer ^ 0): 

0 :(n,A,D—> (n,,A ,5,) (6) 
Jo, s 1 1 1 

then we impose 5i=0 for 5=0, and we have a "symmetry function" 
$« (n,A,y)=0 defining for every y the "characteristic lines" in the n, 
. JC , s , . . . . 
A plane, corresponding to symmetric periodic orbits of order s (s sy
nodic revolutions in a period). 

For y=0 the symmetric periodic orbits are easily computed because 
the general integral of (1) can be described as A=A , X=n(A0)t+X , and 
(ri,5) rotating clockwice with angular velocity 1; where n(A)=m2/A-> is 
the usual mean motion; then: 

<K£ (n,A,0)=-n sin[s7T/(n(A)-])]=0 (7) 

has the solutions r)=Q, 5=0 (circular orbits) and 5=0, n(A)=(s+k)/k, k 
an ineteger ^ 0 (resonant orbits of order s). 

In this setting we can state a "continuation theorem" which gives 
more informations than the classical ones (Poincare,1892; Arenstorf, 
1963; Barrar,1965). We say that a subset W of the r),A plane in Sn is 
"s-safe" if every point (£ir,r|,A,0) with (n,A)eW lies on an orbit that 
for y=0 does not hit a singular point of R (lying on y=0) before it 
crosses Sn+S. Note that the singular points of R, as an analytic fun
ction, lying on U=0, do exist even if R=0 on y=0; e.g. the restricted 
3-body problem for y=0 is not the two-body problem, but the two-body 
problem with collisions (Brjuno,1978). 

Continuation theorem: let W be an open subset of the r|,A plane in 
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SQ, such that its closure UU9W is compact, s-safe, contained in n(A)^l, 
r|2<2A; suppose that there an no circular resonant orbits of order s 

(i.e. points withy=0, n(A)=(s+k)/k, k integer ^ 0) on the boundary 3W. 
Then for |y | <]ii, y^ depending on W,s,£ only, the symmetry function 

$n sCri.A.y) is a Morse function of rt»A on W (i.e. it has only a finite 
number of nondegenerate critical points); moreover all these critical 
points are of saddle type, and are "near" the circular resonant orbits 
of order s. 

Proof.: n(A)^l and s-safety ensure the smoothness of the symmetry 
function; (7) shows that f or y =0 it has only critical points of saddle 
type, and Morse functions are "stable". 

However, the qualitative behaviour of the characteristics is deter

mined not only by the location of the critical points, but also from 

the value of the symmetry function at the critical points: 

Shallow .resonance lemma: let A0 be a resonant value (of order s), 
i.e. n(A0)=(s+k)/k, k an integer ^ 0, and let the first order perturba
tion to the symmetry function at the corresponding circular orbit be 
nonzero: 

|- $„ (0,A ,0) + 0 (8) 
d y £,s o 

Then the characteristics of order s are smooth curves in a neighbourhood 
of (0,AQ) for 0<y<U2 , y? depending on s,£,k only. 

Proof.: In the Taylor expansion of the critical value of the symme
try function in powers of y, (8) turns out to be the first order term. 
Therefore for y small enough and ^ 0 the critical point does not lie on 
the characteristic. 

"Shallow resonance" refers to the hyperbola-like branches that 
connect the periodic orbits of the "first kind" (continuation of the 
n=0 branch) with those of the "second kind" [continuation of the n(A)= 
=(s+k)/k branch). This "quadratic approximation" was discussed by Guil-
laume (1969), who also computed (in a different coordinate system) the 
first-order perturbation to the symmetry function for the restricted 
3-body problem and for s=l, obtaining a formula equivalent to: 

9$ 

n(Ao)= IT "* ~jf (°'Ao'0) • (~1)k+" M > ° (9) 

and this is enough to understand the structure of shallow resonances;in 
figure 1 we adapted from Colombo et al.(1969) the plot of the characte
ristic lines for y^l/1048 ("asteroidal problem"); the plot refers to 
the a, e=e cos(co-t) plane instead of the A,n plane, but the qualitati
ve features of the characteristics are the same, and are much like the 
theory although y is not "very small". 
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Symmetric pe r iod i c o r b i t s on the a, e=e cos(w-t) p lane ; X=0. n=2, 
3 /2 , 4/3 and 5/4 f ami l i e s from Colombo e t a l . (1969), n=3 and 5/3 from 
numerical experiments performed by the au thor . 
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For order s>l, the situation is different: 

Deep resonance lemma: let A be a resonant value of order s strict
ly > 1, i.e. n(A0)=(s+k)/k, k integer but n(A0)?

t(l+k)/k, k any integer. 
Then there is no shallow resonance, i.e. 0 is a critical value corre
sponding to a critical point near (0,Ao) for the symmetry function and 
the two branches corresponding to first and second kind periodic orbits 
cross transversally, for 0<y<]_u, y.o depending only on k,s. 

Proof.: If (r|,A) defines a symmetric periodic orbit of order 1, 
then it defines also a symmetric periodic orbit of order s, for every 
s integer ^ 0; since the characteristic of order 1 is smooth, far from 
circular resonances of order 1, we conclude that the symmetry function 
of order 1 divides the symmetry function of order s,the quotient being 
a smooth function with zero level corresponding to the second kind 
branch. 

2. STABILITY AND BIFURCATIONS 

Since the HamiltonianH=H0+R is an integral, the Poincare map (6) can be 
"reduced" to a mapping of a two-dimensional manifold in itself; this 
can be done by solving for A in H=h, provided H.=X ^ 0. In this way we 
can define a map, depending on two parameters h,n: 

T J J ( H , 0 —> (q,P) = (Q(n,0,P(n,D) do) 

with q=ru> ?=Pi» if s is even, T maps S in itself, and periodic orbits 
of order s/2 appear as fixed points. The map T is symplectic, or area-
preserving, because A and A are conjugate variables (Siegel and Moser, 
1971, §22): its jacobian matrix A satisfies: 

det A=QnP5-Q?Pn=l (11) 

and it can be (locally) defined with a generating function; if T is not 
too far from identity, such that 0>0, Pc->0, we can use a generating 
function S(£,q)=-£;q-S (£,q) to define (10J by: 

n=q+S (5,q) P=£+S (5,q) J (12) 
£ q 

then the jacobian matrix A=A(n,£,h,y) of (10) can be computed as a fun
ction of the derivatives of S: 

Q =(1+S ) _ 1 Q =-S (1+S ) _ 1 

n ?q ? K ?9 _ (13) 
p =s (i+sr )

- 1 p =i+s -s s (i+s ) 
n qq Sq £ q£ qq CC ?q 

To extract stability informations from this canonical formalism we 
use the Arnold (1976,appendix 9) method, defining an auxiliary function 
F(n,£)=S(£;,Q(r|,Q); all the critical points Fn=Fj-=0 of the function F 
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are fixed points of the map (10), (12); to investigate the linearized 
map A at the fixed points, we can compute the hessian matrix B of F at 
the critical points: 

2 
F =S Q F =(S +S Q)Q 

nn qq n n£ q? qq ? n (U) 

and by using (13), (14) and (11) we get B as a function of A: 

B= 
Q P Q (Pr-D 

Qn(P?-l) Q?(P?-2) 
(15) 

We will say that a fixed point of T is linearly stable whenever 

its characteristic multipliers (eigenvalues of A) are. complex numbers 
with absolute value 1, different from ±1; that it is linearly unstable 
whenever the multipliers are real numbers v, 1/v different from ±1; 
linearly critical whenever the multipliers are (twice) +1 or -1. I re
member that a linearly unstable periodic orbit is unstable in the ordi
nary sense, by the Hartmann and Grobman theorem (Hartmann,1964); in the 
linearly stable case more information is needed to apply KAM theory. 

Critical point theorem: let the map (10) (with Qn>0, Pr>0) be re
presented by (12); then the auxiliary function F has saddles correspon
ding to linearly unstable fixed points of T, ex.trema corresponding to 
linearly stable ones, and degenerate critical points corresponding to 
linearly critical fixed points. 

Proof.: By (15) and (11): 

det B=QTi(2-Qri-Pc)=QnC2-Tr A] 

and because the multipliers satisfy the equation: 

V -Tr Av+1 = 0 

det B<0 correspond to complex or real multipliers. 

To investigate the linearly critical case, we use also the so-cal
led "Henon stability criterium": if the fixed point of T is on the sym
metry line 5=0, then Q =Pr, and linear stability corresponds to Q = 
=P>r<l. Then the linearly critical case for a symmetric periodic orbit is 
characterized by P^O or Qr=0; we will say that a linearly critical, 
symmetric orbit is undergoing a symmetric degeneracy whenever Q =Pr=l, 
Pn=0; i.e. whenever the eigenspace with eigenvalue 1 contains the 
symmetry axis 5=0. 
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Symmetric bifurcation theorem: suppose that the number of symmetric 
periodic orbits of order s relative to the cross section Sj(£=0,l), ly
ing on the level surface H=h, changes at the value h0 near the point 
(i")o>A0) (i.e. this change occurs regardless of the neighbourhood of 
(ri0>A0) to which we restrict the count). Then (n0>A0) corresponds to a 
symmetric periodic orbit of order s, relative to S?, satisfying each of 
the following equivalent properties: 

(A) the periodic orbit through (£TT,r| ,A ,0) is undergoing symmetric de
generacy: Q ^ P ^ l , Pn=0. 
(B) the auxiliary function F (can be defined for h near h0),and has a 
degenerate critical point at (no,0) with hessian matrix: 

0 0 

0 -n 
(16) 

(C) either the level lines of H in the n,A plane are tangent at (no,A ) 
to the characteristic line $n s(n,A, (l)=0, or the characteristic line 
itself has a singularity at (n ,A ). 

Proof.: Since the symmetry function is real-analytic, a symmetric 
periodic orbit cannot disappear, but only bifurcate: this requires 
det (A-Id)=0; moreover the eigenspace with eigenvalue 1 of A must con
tain the direction from which the bifurcating fixed points approach,i.e. 
(A). Then F can be defined, and (15) gives (B). Let us compute P as 
the total derivative of £^ with respect to n on H=h0: 

1 3H /9H] l 

9n \ui 
P = _JL _ — i — | — I (17) 

and P =0 implies (C). 

A kind of inverse statement allowing an explicit description of a 
generic bifurcation is the following: 

Fold catastrophe theorem: let for H=h0 there be a symmetric perio
dic orbit (i"l0,A0) of order s, relative to S^, with Q,,, Pr>0; suppose 
that the characteristic $£ s(n,A,u) is smooth at (*10>A0) and that the 
level line H=h0 has a contact of order 2 with it at (r)0>Ao)> i-

e- they 
have the same tangent but a different curvature, in such a way that they 
do not cross each other (in a neighbourhood of (n0,A0))> suppose also 
that there is no asymmetric degeneracy, i.e. Qr?f0 in a neighbourhood. 
Then: ^ 

(A) the number of symmetric periodic orbits of order s, relative to S„, 
lying on H=h changes at the value h0 near (r|0,A0): two symmetric perio
dic orbits, one linearly stable and one linearly unstable, collide at 
(n0>A0) and disappear. 

(B) for ĥ h,-, the auxiliary function F has a degenerate critical point at 
(n0,0) with hessian matrix B as in (16), with the third derivative 
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fririr|(rlo»<-))'t(-); for the parameter h varying across hQ,F undergoes a "fold 
catastrophe", i.e. an extremum collides with a saddle and disappears. 
(C) the periodic orbit through (£ir,ri0»A ,0) undergoes a symmetric dege
neracy, i.e. for h=h0 P (n0,0)=0, with the second derivative 

Pnn(n0,o)^o. 

Proof. :The condition on the curvatures gives P^^O J i. e. (C) ;by (15), 
Frtr]ri=Qr|Priri+Qr)riPrl and because of the degeneracy Pn=0, Pnn''0 i-mpiies 

Fnnn^Oj the sign of F ^ changes in the prescribed way, giving (B). Then 
(A) follows, by the critical point theorem. 

In this way, since first kind periodic orbits are known to be li
nearly stable outside the resonances of order 1,2, if there are no 
"asymmetric" degeneracies and bifurcations the linear stability chara
cter of the symmetric periodic orbits can be determined by only plot
ting the characteristic lines and the level lines of H in the r|,A plane. 

Higher codimension catastrophes are not to be expected "generi-
cally", since the bifurcations depend on only one parameter h;however, 
this applies strictly only to order s=l, because the auxiliary functions 
F that are related to symplectic map squared are not an open set in the 
space of smooth functions. Therefore the bifurcations of higher order 
resonant orbits from "first kind" periodic orbits are more complex. We 
will now discuss the case of order s=2. 

Even order bifurcation theorem: let s be even and s/2 be odd, and 
let n=0, A=A0 correspond to a circular orbit resonant of order s (and 
not of order<s); let ho=H(&7r,0,Ao,0,Q) . Let P, Q be the components of 
the map T?0i^and let their first order perturbations satisfy: 

3P 3Q 
+ — -
3 y 

y=0 

n 
8y 

* 0 (18) 
y=0 

then for y small enough and ̂  0 the family of "first kind" symmetric pe
riodic orbits (continuation of the 1=0 branch) undergoes two separate 
bifurcations, one symmetric and one asymmetric. However the asymmetric 
bifurcation for H=0 is the symmetric one for 1=1 and viceversa. 

ne: 

Proof . : For y=0 l e t us p l o t the l i n e s Pn=0. Qr=0 on the (n»A) p l a -

P n =-s in t+0(n 2 ) Q^=sin t+0(n 2 ) t=2irs / (n(A)- l ) (19) 

therefore (18) ensures that the two curves Pn=0 and Qr=0 cross transver-
sally the ri=0 line in two distinct point for y^O small enough; they 
also must cross the "first kind" branch in two distinct points,giving 
one symmetric and one asymmetric degeneracy. By the "deep resonance lem
ma" the symmetric degenerate periodic orbit must be the crossing point 
between the first kind and the second kind periodic orbits. On the other 
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hand the map ^0,/2 n a s a linear part of the forml ^ j: I at the reso
nance, therefore the asymmetric degeneracies on J[=0 are transformed 
into symmetric degeneracies on A=TTS/2 and viceversa for p=0; h=hQ: 

0 1 
-1 0 

a 0 
c a 

0 -1 
1 0 = 

a -c 
0 a 

Because of the Henon property Qr|=Pr, the eigenspace of eigenvalue -1 
for the derivative of T ' must be either the r| axis or the E, axis, 
therefore it is the n axis for y near 0; this shows that Cv=0 on X=0 
corresponds to P^O on A.= Tr for U small enough: this is the point of 
symmetric bifurcation at the opposition. 

The study of the auxiliary function F for T^'P shows that the sta
bility of the bifurcating second kind orbits is determined also by the 
sign of the expression (18): e.g. in the interior case*n(A)>l, the bi
furcation occurring for smaller A gives rise to stable second kind or
bits, that occurring for larger A gives rise to unstable second kind 
orbits. Numerical experiments easily show that, in the restricted 3-
body problem, for s=2 condition (18) holds and moreover the sign is such 
that in the interior case the stable resonant orbits of order 2 are 
symmetric at the oppositions (since pericenter and apocenter at the 
conjunction gives rise to close approach). 

In fig. 1 we have plotted not only the orbits of order 1 found by 
Colombo et al. (1969), but also the n=3/l and the n=5/3 families;since 
fig.l refers to conjunctions, the asymmetric bifurcations occur 
"before" the symmetric ones, and they are marked with arrows. 
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